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Abstract 

With the reverse engineering development, the accuracy of system is more important in 

reconstruction, especially in non-contacting measurement. This paper provides a new 

method measuring the accuracy the point clouds, define a image probability and the point 

probability according to uncertainty data. The quantity of the uncertain point data is 

important to measuring the result of reconstruction. The prior data can be catch from the 

last measurement process, especially the edge data or characteristic points. Referring to 

prior data, basing on the Bayesian theory the more accuracy posterior data can be 

computed in this paper. We divided the point cloud into different areas, and organized the 

data with hierarchical tree-structure. According to the probability of one tree node, we 

adjust the area corresponding to the node. At last, by using the existing experimental 

equipment, we verify the measurement of point cloud accuracy algorithm. The depth data 

was obtained by a laser scanner---SICK LMS100. The depth data can be computed as 

point data with uncertainty. The result of the reconstruction deeply relies on the quality of 

prior data. 

 

Keywords: reverse engineering; uncertainty data; image probability; accuracy of point 

cloud measurement 

 

1. Introduction 

At present, surface reconstruction of point clouds is a hot area of research in 

computer graphics, virtual reality and reverse engineering. Because of the quality of 

the point clouds reconstruction affected the presentation of the geometry, it is 

important to visual calculating. Up to now, a variety of techniques have been 

proposed, which has different emphasis during the process of reconstruction. For 

example, Voronoi / Delaunay techniques focus on topology of the reconstruction. 

Their method gives a minimum sampling density dependent on the local feature 

size. Besides, there are many different methods, using implicit functions, or RBF 

etc. This paper has grouped these techniques into two different categories. 1) 

parametric curves interpolate: parametric curves and surfaces are usually applied to 

interpolate, approximate and fit the point cloud data. Among this kind method, 

piecewise linear interpolation is more popular because of its simplicity. People 

usually choose the linear interpolation to reconstruction the surface. 2) The other 

class of surface reconstruction techniques is to use implicit functions to represent 

the unknown free-form surface. In general, these methods will get the zero level set 

to approximate the initial data set. The kind of implicit functions can conveniently 
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reconstruct the complicated surface, especially to the uncompleted surface  or noisy 

data set. Reference [1-7] has been proved the effectiveness of the ability to get the 

complicated surface by implicit functions. Of course, for high-quality result, 

references [8-10] have provided some strategies to high-performance process. For 

example, Reference [8] improved the image process by GPU, and the reference [9] 

provided an efficient image management system.    

However, all of the methods have not considered the uncertainty of the raw data. 

The errors will be magnified in the final result. Especially the data is measured by 

mobile laser scanner, like our experiment, the error may be intolerable. So, we are 

in urgent need of a way to decreasing the error that can decrease the uncertainty of 

the data, especially a way to measure the uncertainty. Of course, many researchers 

consider the uncertainty during the reconstruction. For example, [11, 12] regarded 

uncertainty as a parameter tolerance. [13] proposed a method to define the position 

uncertainty of point clouds. [14] analyzed the shape uncertainty of the point clouds, 

and provided confidence map and likelihood map. [15] Described a Bayesian model 

for point cloud uncertainty for surface reconstruction.  

These models have been considered the uncertainty of the raw data. But it still 

existed inevitable defects. From now on, most of them can resolve the uncertainty 

question by analyzing the imprecise parameter. Of course imprecise parameter is an 

important factor to the uncertainty. However, there are lots of other factors can 

interfere with it, for example, a fringe of missing data or measurement data under 

the harsh environment. Besides, the process computing of uncertainty is closely 

related to the data of neighboring points. So if we want to get the precise data, there 

will be exist enormous computation. Maybe some engineers really do not need the 

high resolution graphic, so they can not suffer the huge computation, because of the 

wasting of resources and time. That is, the other biggest thing is get the quantifiable 

terms of the uncertainty, and then we need to measurement the uncertainty during 

the process of reconstruction. 

For the reconstruction of scattered point cloud data, the difficulty lies in the 

quality and the speed of the results .We can’t get a method with high speed and high 

degree of precision reconstruction. So it is difficult to find the optimal algorithm. 

But we satisfied with the method, which can meet the needs of engineering precision 

and speed. Of course that is important to our research. 

This paper presented a preliminary discussion of the above problems. Firstly, we 

quantified the uncertain data by probabilistic models. Then, using the Bayesian 

theory, we can deal with the raw imprecise data, and get more accuracy data. That is 

more significant. In contrast with other Bayesian methods, we take the graphic as a 

whole graphic [16, 17]. Finally, we proved the feasibility of this method by 

experiments. 

 

2. The Basic Principle of Uncertain Point Measurement 

In this section, we will discuss the details of definition of uncertain point cloud data 

model, and introduce the method of judging the precision of the raw point data. Reference 

[12] firstly provided the reconstruction tactics for disorder point clouds basing on 

Bayesian statistic. Since that, many researches have been done by scholar, for example, in 

machine vision, or 3D reconstruction. But little mention has been made of the 

measurement of accurate. This paper gives a novel precision measurement method based 

on Bayesian statistic.  
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Inspired by uncertain data, we take the whole image as the complete event. Firstly, the 

image is necessary to discretize at the degree f, and the f is the basic cell for the 

discretization. After discretization, the whole image becomes an order point cloud defined 

it as S, so S is a real world for the image in probabilistic. P(I) can describe the probability 

S. the all points of S will be taken as an event in probabilistic. If D belongs to S, that is D 

as one of the point of S. Then the D is composed by the world coordinate x, y and z, that 

is D(x, y, z).  

Assumed that the measurement data are independent, so the union probability of Dm 

and Dn,                                        . The definition of the point probability is different from 

the others, because that it is focused on the quality of the measurement data.  

Definition 1：（the image probability） Assumed that the image of object “m”, “m” is 

discretized at the degree f, then, you can get the order point cloud S, and S is composed of 

every point si, (i=1..n), so we get the probability of S as follow equation 1. 

 

                                        (eq1) 

By the definition 1, the discretization of image will be seen as the complete event. That 

will be provided just for the accurate measurement. During the actual measurement, 

because of time consuming, we will not to get the image of object, and we can take 

another approximate method to instead it. This method will be introduced in next section. 

The definiton1 describes a probabilistic model of the whole object. The next most 

important step for us is to define the novel point probability for uncertain data of point. 

Before explanation the definition of point probability, the two different categories 

uncertain data will be discussed. Generally, we take the precision, accuracy and error of 

data as uncertainty. In the point of view of probabilistic, the uncertainty of the data will be 

concerned as a whole, not analyzing each point of the data. Of course, the efficiency of 

this method has been greatly improved. As everyone knows, the larger deviant data 

should produce low probability. Instead, the little deviant data will be exist high 

probability. 

 In this paper, the uncertainty will be divided into two categories.  

1) We defined one category of the uncertainty data as fake data. Due to the artificial or 

mechanical error, we get some fake data. Usually, the fake data need to be deleted. In the 

next process of reconstruction this kind of uncertainty data dose not involved into it.  

2) As another category uncertainty, relative to fake data, we call it as inaccurate data. 

The inaccurate data is the real measure data. However, there exist systematic errors or 

interference. The measure data often deviate from real image. 

Inspired of the KNN algorithm, the whole image will be divided into n-dimension, 

(K1…Kn ), then the probability of Ki will be computed by eq1, as follows equation 2. 

 

                                                                                 (eq2) 

In equation2, the point set S belong to one of dimension K. So different from the whole 

image probability, you can get the probability of dimension Ki. Obviously, the image 

probability depends on each dimension K’s probability ( )K( iP ). By the way, the K’s 

probability ( )K( iP ) depends on each point’s probability (K’s probability ( )K( iP )). Next, the 

definition2 will provide a principal to acquire the probability of point. 
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Definition 2: (the point probability) Assumed dimension Ki, if the point PKi, the 

probability P should be the Pmax, that is P(Si) and the Si∈Ki. If the point PKi, the point 

Pj will be taken as the projection of P on the nearest plane, which consisted by three 

nearest points from P to the points set S. So, the probability of the point P can be 

presented as the equation3 

 

),(/max jPPdisPP 
   (eq3) 

According to the new definition of probability, we can measure quality of the point 

cloud. Firstly, you need to discretize the image. In the world coordinate system, the object 

within maximum x coordinates max(x) and minimum x coordinates min(x) can be 

discretized with finite different points.  

Besides, we need to discretize it at the degree f, and then the process of the 

discretization can be handled. Assumed the lowest point cover Cmin. The next equation 

can be got. 

 

                                                                                              eq(4) 

 

In the eq(4), “t” stand for the time device takes during runing, and the frequency of the 

device is H(Hz).  

Actually, the number of the data is N, HtN  3  .If the measurement point cover 

minC , the point Si and all Si belongs to per unit area, the point probability of Si, 0)( iSP . 

Of course, the missing point can be measured by the discretization. Besides, the degree f 

can be defined by user. Usually, we defined the f by the device parameter.  

 

3. The Basic Principle of Reconstruction Algorithm 

In this part, a new point clouds reconstruction algorithm will be provided basing 

the accurate measurement standard in the previous section. Using Bayesian model, 

the edge point is important to us. We usually take some lower probability areas as 

the edge points. Inspired by Delaunay algorithm, during reconstruction, we take a 

line to express a non-edge point.  

Assumed that prior data }{ 1 naaA  , the probability of the data is P(A); and 

the posterior data }{ 1 nbbB  ; the uncertainty factor c. However, limited by the 

experimental condition, we actually don’t get the real image data. So, we get the 

prior data A by the first measurement at t0 moment. Considering the uncertainty c 

the prior data ai∈A will be taken as ),( cacaa iii  . We supposed that the data 

in range ),( caca ii   at a uniform distribution. So, according to Bayesian estimation 

theory, we can get the probability )( AxP  as (eq5), the x shows the difference of 

prior data and posterior data, x=b-a. 

))min()(max(
min

xxf

Ht
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The likelihood function: 
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The mathematics expectation function: 

 

                                                                                                                  (eq9) 

The value x is important in uncertainty measurement, and it also is effective value 

to evaluate the results of reconstruction. The eq(7) can infer the probability of x, 

depending on )( AxP   . Next, the x’s probability is can be used for reconstruction. 

 

3.1 Partition Algorithm ——KD-tree-alike 

Likely to KD-tree, the partition algorithm will be divided into different areas. The 

next work will be based on the partition algorithm. Firstly, the whole point cloud 

will be taken as a cube. The cube can be divided into smaller different cubes. 

According to the eq2, the probability of the cube will be computed. Secondly, given 

a threshold of the probability, the cube will be adjusted. That is the point adjusted 

by cube’s probability. All cube’s probability will be adjusted into a limited range. 

The different cubes can be organized by KD-tree-alike. Finally, by partition 

algorithm, the organized point areas with similar probability will be computed. 

Table 1. The Algorithm of KD-tree-Alike 

Algorithm PartitionArea(point-cloud.txt) 

Input:  point-cloud.txt 
Output: Organized division 
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c
jOC

1.              B=border(OC) 
2. for(i=0;i≤n,i++) 

3. {for (j=0;j≤3,j++) 

4. { 
c

iOC =partition cubes; 

5. 
c

iB =border(
c

iOC ) 

6. 
c
ioOCPr =probability(

c

iOC )} 

7. } 

8. adjustOC→
c

jOC  

9. 
c

iCenterC →KD(
c

iCenterC ) 

At first, the algorithm import the data of point-cloud.txt into the class OC, and 

compute the border of the whole view by function border(OC). Then, the algorithm 

divided the whole cube into different cubes by function partition cubes at time 

complexity O(n). 
c

iOC is the children class of OC, it still present a cube composed 

of point cloud. Of course, using the function border and probability, we can get the 

border of the cube and the probability of the cube. According to the probability of 

the cube, we will adjust original 
c

iOC  into 
c

jOC by merging cubes with suitable 

probability range. Similarly,       is the children class of OC. The algorithm need the 

border and the center of
c

iOC       . 

 

3.2 The Edge-point Accurate Computing Algorithm 

Firstly, the edge-point accurate algorithm is important to reduce points by the 

Bayesian estimation theory. The algorithm gets the entire leaves node in KD-tree 

and the bigger cubes, in viewing of AABB algorithm, and picks up the more 

“collision” cubes. In the next step, the probability of the chosen cubes will be 

computed, According to eq4, we will adjust the points in the chosen cubes, and get 

the min(E(x)). Finally, the processed points in cube will be computed the probability 

again, and the algorithm will find the more real edge of the point cloud, that is the 

conjugated gradient descent.  

Table 2. The Algorithm of the Edge-point Accurate Computing 

Algorithm EdgeAccurate(the leaves of OC in KD-tree) 

Input: iLeafOC :the leaves of OC in KD-tree 

Output: iEC :the edge of the point cloud. 
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1.       iLeafOC =ExtractLeaf(KD-tree); 

2.       for each iLeafOC { 

3.           Num= ProAABB( iLeafOC ) ; 

4.       } 

5.       If (Num>thread){ 

6.            ConP=ConProbability( ji LeafOCLeafOC , ); 

7.            AdjustPoint( ji LeafOCLeafOC , )∈ nLeafOC  

8.       }  

9.       for each nLeafOC  

10.            )(GP =grad( )(P ); 

11.      iEC =ConGradientDescent( )(GP ); 

The algorithm of the edge-point accurate computing is to get the edge-points. The 

input of the algorithm is the leaf node of whole KD-tree, including prior and 

posterior data, that is iLeafOC . iLeafOC is the children class if OC. For different 

KD-trees, iLeafOC will be processed by AABB method. We will pick up the cubes 

with deep penetrating points. And the variable “num” can present the degree of 

penetrating points. Given thread with variable “thread”, we can pick up cubes which 

we need. The next, the algorithm will compute the conditional probability of (                        

); by Bayesian estimation, the algorithm will adjust the points of posterior data. At 

last, according to conjugated gradient descent, we can get     , that is the edge of the 

point cloud, among this,   can present the per unit area, so, the )(P  is the 

probability of per unit area  . 
 

4. Experiment and Analysis 

In the process of the experiment, one of the important works is to collect the big 

object data. From now on, there exist two kinds of ways to complete the Laser Data 

Collection. The first and the most important method is to scan the data by LIDAR. 

By the LIDAR device, invisible spectrum is provided as measuring medium, 

especially infrared spectrum. Because of its long wavelength and high safety, 

infrared spectrum is often used in scanning devices. Hence, the LIDAR scanner wi th 

rotary or Linear stepping motor can measure the whole surface of the object. Of 

course, it provides the raw data of 3D graphic. The second method for measuring is 

to scan the data by visible light. Usually, the experiment need CCD(Charge-coupled 

Device), it can get the visible light. Just because of the limit of the visible light, the 

distance of the measure is shorter. But by the expensive CCD sensor, the result of 

the experiment becomes more accurate.   

In this paper, data were obtained using a laser scanner---SICK LMS100. 

SICKLMS100 was produced by SICK Company in Germany. It measured the object 

using linear LIDAR scanning. LMS100 can provide the more stable and accurate 

environment. Table 3 describes the parameters of LMS100. 

ji LeafOCLeafOC ,

iEC
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Table 3. The Parameters of LMS100 

 wavelength 
Measurement 

frequency 

Measurement 

distance 
angle 

Statistical 

error 

the angular 

resolution 

25HZ 50HZ 

The Lest __ 25HZ 0.5m __ __ 0.25° __ 

Standard 905nm __ __ __ ±12 mm __ 0.5° 

The 

Most 
__ 50HZ 20m 270° ±20mm 0.5° __ 

By the LMS100, we can collect the surface of the object. At first, the device will 

emit a signal to the measured object, which is emitted by a laser pulse, and then it 

will get through the rotating prism toward the object, at last the signal is reflected t o 

the device. The device will record the whole time of the signal occupied in the 

process. The device—LMS100 can provide a method to linear measure data. The 

process of the measuring will be operated with the origin at the center of the device. 

Then, the measure distance can be got. Assuming light speed c, A and B is the point 

which we want to measure. And we can get the time t that is the time of back and 

forth between two points A and B. Then we can get the D by the equation               , 

that is the distance between two points A and B.  

LMS100 will be fixed on machine. While the LMS100 working, the parameters of 

the device will be set up as follows. The range of angle:75°~110°; the angular 

resolution0.25°; and the frequency of scanning is 25HZ. Measurement process can be 

shown in figure: 

 

Figure  1. The Present of Experiment Process 

4.1 The Result of Experiment 

By Sick LMS100, this experiment received three times data for the object. The 

graphic (4-2) is the data that we got. The number of the data is 28341. It is the 

distance of the object and the device, and the measuring process takes 8.04(s). The 

graphic(4-3) is the visualization of the data in graphic(4-2). 

 

2
CtD 
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Figure 2. The Data of Experiment 

 

         Figure 3. The Visualization of Data 

At first, the original data will be simply, as follows. The graphic presents more 

clear characteristic data. Here, we take the data as prior data. The graphic (4 -5) is 

the simplify the part of graphic(4-4) which is pick out in graphic(4-4) by green 

curve. It highlighted the most characteristic data. However, these data is the high 

probability.  

 

 

       Figure 4. The Simplify of Visualization     

 

 

Figure 5. The Detail of Graphic(4-4) 
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Figure 6. The Edge of Point Cloud 

 

Figure 7. The Present of Point Cloud Organization 

We define the simplified data as the symbol--ext(A). Then, the probability of 

ext(A), P(ext(A)) is be computed.  

The frequency of LMS100 as H; H=25Hz 

Laser speckle divergent values as d; 011.0 Dd  

Spot spacing as d’; 322.025.0'  Dd  

The minimum discretization degree: 

 

 

 

 

1) Here, the experiment chooses the discretization degree at f(disperse)： 
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Then the probability of ext(A): 

 

 

The follows graphic is the amended point data of the graphic (4-9) which have 

been picked up. 
 

 

Figure 8. The Simplify of Visualization 

 

Figure 9. The Detail of Graphic (4-8) 
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4.2 The Analysis of the Experiment 

The paper provided an algorithm of point cloud accurate reconstruction; it has 

improved the reliability of the edge-data. What’s more, the method of measurement 

the quality of the point cloud data has been presented in this paper. During refining 

the edge-data, we provided the partition and accurate edge-data algorithms. The 

volume of the object is 6.51×10
-3

 m
3
. The results of different experiments have been 

shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. The Analysis of the Experiment 

P(ext(A)) P(B/A) volume(10
-3

 m
3
) error(%) 

0.2226 0.4022 6.2098 4.61 
0.2850 0.4189 6.235 4.22 

0.2226 0.5013 6.2371 4.19 

2850.0
28341

8076
))((' AextP

app:ds:volume
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0.2850 0.5127 6.25 3.99 

0.2226 0.5227 6.2569 3.89 
0.2850 0.5239 6.339 2.63 

The Table 4 shown the result of threes group experiment, each of them have been 

measured based on two prior data ext(A). During the experiment, the slower 

movement speed of the object is; the lager the size of measurement data becomes. 

The posterior probability of the point cloud is inverse proportional to the volume 

error. So, the posterior probability can present the accuracy of the point cloud.  
 

5. Conclusion 

This paper proposed a method of 3d laser point cloud accurate measurement and 

reconstruction. Firstly this paper analyzed the current popular method of point 

clouds reconstruction, and grouped it in two different categories:1) interpolate,2) 

implicit functions. Especially, we take the uncertainty of data into count. The formal 

analysis of the uncertain problems during using the laser point cloud device has 

been provided. In this paper, probabilistic representation the uncertainty provides an 

important basis for point cloud reconstruction. Finally using the existing 

experimental equipment, we get the different accuracy point cloud data, and 

reconstructed it. By the comparison the “volume”, “the prior probabilistic of data” 

and “the posterior probabilistic of data”, we can the proportional relationship 

between them. 

There are many avenues for future work. This paper has analyzed some 

uncertainty in the process of acquisition of cloud. And in the later calculation 

process, for example, simplification, registration, matching, recognition, the 

uncertainty of data will be produced. It will be bring difficulties to the point cloud 

computing. Finally, we are interested in found the uncertainty and using it to help us 

reconstruction or computing point cloud, not ignoring the uncertainty.  
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